In this work, the reduced graphene nanosheets were synthesized from pre-exfoliated graphite flakes. The pristine graphite flakes were firstly pre-exfoliated to graphite nanoplatelets in the presence of acetic acid. The obtained graphite nanoplatelets were treated by Hummer's method to produce graphite oxide sheets and were finally exfoliated to graphene nanosheets by ultrasonication and reduction processes. The prepared graphene nanosheets were studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). From the results, it was found that the preexfoliation process showed significant influence on preparation of graphite oxide sheets and graphene nanosheets. The prepared graphene nanosheets were applied to the preparation of conductive materials, which yielded a greatly improved electrical resistance of 200 Ω/sq.
Introduction
Graphene is an atomic scale honeycomb lattice made of carbon atoms. Recently, the isolation of a single layer of graphene from graphite has attracted increasing attention because the resulting graphene exhibits novel physicochemical properties such as high values of its Yong's modulus, fracture strength, thermal conductivity, specific surface area, and electrical conductivity.
1 Therefore, graphene nanaosheets have attracted considerable interest due to their peculiar properties in fundamental research and potential industrial applications in energy storage materials, polymer composites, and transparent conductors.
2-6
Direct synthesis of the graphene had not been possible, although the materials had been conceptually conceived and theoretically predicted to be capable of exhibiting many novel and useful properties. Since Novoselov et al. in 2004 found a way to isolate individual graphene planes by using scotch tape, 1 many researchers have attempted to create large scale graphene using physico-chemical methods such as epitaxial growth on silicon carbide or a metal substrate.
7,8
However, such synthesis methods have revealed lower yields and certain unexpected properties.
Graphene can be obtained from the cleavage of natural graphite, which consists of a stack of flat graphene sheets. Graphene, due to their high specific surface area, tend to form irreversible bulk or even restack to form graphite through van der Waals interactions. 4 Up to now, graphene are usually prepared by chemical processing, including graphite oxidation, exfoliation, and reduction. This method is the most suitable for the large-scale production of single graphene at low cost. 9 Chemical oxidation of graphite followed by subsequent exfoliation intercalates graphite with an expandable intercalation agent (such as sulfuric acid and nitric acid) to form a graphite intercalation compound.
10,11
However, the graphite oxide prepared by the traditional chemical oxidation method is incomplete. Increasing the effective surface area and surface acidic functional groups of graphite for reaction is an option to improve the oxidation efficiency. The pristine graphite is difficult to exfoliate into graphite plates unless they are treated by appropriate molecules. Geng et al. fully pre-exfoliated pristine graphite to graphite nanopalates by ultrasonication in the presence of formic acid.
12 Pre-exfoliation with formic acid improved the efficiency and speed of the preparation of graphene compared to currently used techniques.
In this work, we pre-exfoliated graphite flakes with acetic acid instead of formic acid to obtain graphite nanoplatelets. The obtained graphite nanoplatelets were treated by Hummer's method to produce graphite oxide sheets and, finally, exfoliated to graphene nanosheets by ultrasonication and reduction processes. The prepared graphene nanosheets were studied by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The prepared graphene nanosheets films are applied to the preparation of conductive materials.
Materials and Methods
Preparation of Graphene Nanosheets. (a) A sample of 1.0 g of pristine graphite flakes was immersed in 50 mL of formic acid, and then ultrasonicated for 2 h at room temperature.
10 (b) A sample of 1.0 g of pristine graphite flakes and 50 mL of acetic acid was mixed by ultrasonication method for 2 h, and then stay for one week. These resulting graphite nanoplatelets were washed with acetone, and then dried in an oven at 80°C for 12 h. The sample was designated as GP. (c) Another 1.0 g of pristine graphite flakes was treated with 50 mL of HNO 3 /H 2 SO 4 (the volume ratio of 1:3) mixture solutions by ultrasonication method for 2 h, and then thermal treatment at 800°C for 120 s.
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Above prepared graphite nanoplatelets were carried out based on Hummer's method. 7 1.0 g of pre-treated graphite nanoplatelets and 0.5 g NaNO 3 were added into 23 mL of concentrated H 2 SO 4 at 0°C. With vigorous stirring, 3 g of KMnO 4 was gradually added, and the temperature of the mixture was controlled under 20°C. The ice bath was then removed, and the temperature of the mixture was maintained at 35°C for 0.5 h. Then, 46 mL H 2 O was added into the mixture slowly, which made the mixture boil. After 15 min, 140 mL of hot water and H 2 O 2 aqueous solution were added into the deeply brown mixture with stirring. The resulting suspension was filtered while it was still hot. The solid mixture was washed with 5% HCl aqueous solution and acetone, respectively. The resulting solid was dried at 60°C under vacuum. The obtained graphite oxide was designated as GO-F (a), GO-A (b), and GO-E (c), respectively. The prepared graphene oxide was designated as GO by traditional method. Finally, 0.1 g graphite oxide was dispersed in 100 mL H 2 O via ultrasonication and then NaBH 4 was added to reduce the graphene oxide nanosheets to graphene nanosheets at 80°C. The prepared graphene nanosheets was designated as GN-F (a), GN-A (b), GN-E (c), and GN (traditional method), respectively.
Characterization. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed on an ESCALAB220i-XL (VG Scientific) spectrometer with monochromatized Mg Kα X-ray radiation as the X-ray source for excitation in order to confirm the surface chemistry of graphite flakes and graphite oxide. To identify the types and percentages of the functional groups on the surface of the obtained graphite oxide, the C1s peaks of the XPS pattern were curve-fitted. Corresponding images of the graphene nanosheets were obtained by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Nanoscope Multimode IV a/Digital Instrument), scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitach S-4200), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEM2100F/JEOL). The structural properties of the samples were also evaluated through an X-ray diffractometer (XRD, DMAX 2500/Rigaku) with Cu Kα radiation. The electrical resistivity of samples was measured by a four-probe tester (Mitsubishi, MCP-T610).
Results and Discussion
Surface Chemistry. XPS is used to investigate the introduction of atomic concentrations on the pristine graphite flakes, graphite nanoplatelets, graphite oxide sheets, and graphene nanosheets, as shown in Figure 1 . From the figure, the XPS spectrum of the samples shows carbon peaks (285.1 eV) and oxygen peaks (533.4 eV). The oxygen concentration of pristine graphite flakes was only a small proportion of 0.87%, but after chemical oxidation treatment, it drastically increased to 30.79% (see Table 1 ). The results showed that the chemical oxidation step introduced a large amount of oxygen functional groups on the graphite surface. Table 1 also shows that the oxygen peak of graphite nanoplatelets (GP) is stronger than the pristine graphite flakes. The natural graphite flakes were oxidized and directly exfoliated by ulrtasonication in acetic acid. This is probably due to that the existence of amounts of hydroxyl, carboxyl, carbonyl, and epoxide functional groups attached onto the basal or edge plane.
12 Moreover, the graphite oxide pretreated with acetate acid solution showed the highest O/C ratio. Increased oxygen contents may be formed from epoxide, hydroxyl, carbonyl, and carboxyl groups, which broke the carbon sigma bonds and transformed them into single C-C or sp 3 bonds.
12-14
XPS is also a valuable tool used in the detection of the different oxygen-containing functional groups that form on the carbon surface during the chemical oxidation process. Figure 2 presents the typical C1s spectra of the sample surface studied here. The C1s signal shows that the deconvolution of the C1s spectra yields four peaks with different binding energy values representing carbon in the nonoxygenated C-C or C-H (284.5 eV), single C-O bonds (285.5 eV), double C=O bonds (carbonyl, 287.1 eV), and carboxylic COOH or O-C=O (288.5 eV). 15 The relative concentrations of surface functional groups obtained from the deconvolution of the C1s XPS regions are summarized in Table 2 , which shows that the non-oxygenated C-C or Figure 1 . XPS general spectra of graphite flakes and graphite oxide sheets before and after the different pre-treatments. C-H groups of the prepared GO-A are much fewer than those of the GP. The main peak changes in the GO-A compared with the peaks of the GO at 285.5 eV, 287.1 eV, and 288.5 eV, which vary greatly in intensity. Allowing for the results obtained for GO-A, it follows that the chemical oxidation treatments of GP yields different surface oxygen functional groups such as C-O, C=O, and COOH. In addition, the formation of oxygen functional groups of GO-A oxygen functional groups of GO-A is significantly larger than GO. According to the pertinent literature, the formation of C-O groups after the oxidation of the epoxide (1,2-ether oxygen) are located on the aromatic carbon atoms, and the hydroxyl groups are distributed randomly throughout the carbon basal plane. The carboxyl groups are likely located at the edges of the graphite oxide sheets. 16 The results showed that the acetate acid pre-exfoliation introduced a greater amount of acidic oxygen groups such as C=O and O-C=O compared with GO. Table 1 also shows that the reduction step decreased much of the oxygen content on the surface of GO-A, reducing the O/C ratio from 0.467 to 0.073. The C1s signal of GN shows a much smaller contribution of the oxygenated carbons, indicating that deoxygenation has occurred at the carbon surface. As shown in Table 2 , the distribution of C-O bonds of GN-A is decreased to 8.4%, which is probably due to the reduction of oxygen functional groups of graphene oxide by NaBH 4 .
17,18 However, the C1s signal of the reduced graphene oxide also shows some of these oxygen functional groups due to the incomplete reduction. This indicates that the reduction of the NaBH 4 yields a deoxygenated sp 2 carbon from the epoxides and hydroxyls.
Structural Properties. The structural properties of pristine graphite flakes, graphite oxide sheets, and graphene nanosheets were characterized using the XRD analysis, as shown in Figure 3 . For the pristine graphite flakes, the sharp and intensive peaks at 2θ=26.6 o and 2θ=24.4 o indicated the highly organized layered structure with interlayer spacing of 0.330 and 0.365 nm (Fig. 3(a) ). After acetic acid pre-exfoliation, the interlayer spacing of graphite flakes is increased from 0.330 to 0.336 nm. However, the degree of exfoliation of graphite nanoplatelets is too small, which is due to Figure 2 . C1s XPS spectra and deconvolution of the graphite oxide sheets before and after the different pre-treatment. the acetic acid is a week oxidant and the ultrasonicator exfoliates the graphite flakes to smaller particles. Previous research reported that the inter-layers of graphite can be intercalated by various molecular or ions. 19, 20 In addition, the XPS data of GP shows that oxygen functional groups are introduced into the surface of graphite (Table 1) . Therefore, the increased interlayer spacing is due to the formation of oxygen groups on the surface of graphene and exfoliation of graphite nanoplatelets with a thickness innanometer scale for complete oxidation efficiency by avoid graphite core/graphite oxide shell particles.
As the other previous research reported, the step of preoxidation is an option to improve the oxidation efficiency for increasing the effective surface area of graphite for reaction before the Hummers method. In our experiment, we used a mixture of KMNO 4 , HNO 3 , and H 2 SO 4 to chemically oxidize the pristine graphite flakes by the Hummer's method. During the chemical oxidation process, oxygen functional groups, NO 3 − , and SO 4 2− can insert themselves into the graphene layers. 21, 22 As shown in Figure 3 (a), after chemically oxidition, the XRD patterns of GO-A correspond to a layered structure with a basal spacing of 0.820 nm. As can be seen, the XRD patterns of graphite oxide sheets show a typical broad peak with an obvious disappearance of the characteristic peaks, which might be attributed to very thin graphene layers due to high degree of exfoliation. This result indicated that the graphene nanosheets are exfoliated into a monolayer or a few-layer and obtained a new lattice structure, which is significantly different from the pristine graphite flakes and graphite oxide sheets.
We also determine the influence of pre-exfoliation of the graphite flakes by different pre-treatment methods on the structural of graphene nanosheets compared with the traditional method, as shown in Figure 3(b) . The diffraction peak in the XRD pattern of GO-A appeared to be 10.8°, corresponding to the layer-to-layer distance of 0.820 nm, which is significantly larger than that of other graphite oxide sheets (GO: 0.749 nm, GO-F: 0.694 nm, and GO-E: 0.775 nm). It is due to the highest intercalating oxide functional groups of GO-A. As shown in Figure 3(b) , whereas the XRD patterns of graphene nanosheets show a typical broad peak with an obvious disappearance of the characteristic peaks, which might be attributed to very thin graphene layers due to high degree of exfoliation. This result indicated that the graphene nanosheets were exfoliated into a monolayer or few-layers, resulting a new lattice structure, which is significantly different from the pristine graphie flakes and graphite oxide.
In the case of GN, the interlayer spacing of graphene nanosheets (2θ=26.7°, 0.335 nm) is smaller than other prepared graphene nanosheets (GN-E: 0.376 nm, GN-F: 0.415 nm, and GN-A: 0.400 nm). The higher basal spacing of GN-A may be due to the presence of residual oxygen and hydrogen, indicating incomplete reduction of graphite oxide sheets to graphene nanosheets. This result determined that the pre-exfoliation of graphite flakes led to the difference of graphene nanosheets in the interlayer spacing by intercalating oxide functional groups contents.
Surface Morphologies. The morphology of the prepared graphite nanoplatelets were studied using SEM and TEM. As shown in Figure 4 , the particle size of graphite flakes and graphite nanoplatelets present distinct differences. Typical SEM images of the graphite flakes and graphite nanoplatelets are shown in Figure 4(a, b) . Figure 4(a) shows the graphite flakes with the particle size in the range of 300- 1000 μm. After acetic acid oxidation and ultrasonication for 2 h, the morphology of graphite flakes is strongly modified as well as the particle size, as shown on Figure 4(b) . The exfoliated graphite nanoplatelets show smaller particles with the particle size in the range of 10-500 μm (Fig. 4b) . Figure  4 (c, d) shows that GN-A film is transparent and that the graphene consists of one-layers. 24 The interlayer spacing is measured to be 0.410 nm, which is consistent with the experimental value of 0.415 nm obtained from the above XRD results. AFM is also used to determine the thickness of the graphene-based sheets. As shown in Figure 5 , graphenen nanosheets were deposited on the glass substrate. As can be seen, the fully exfoliated graphene are observed with an average nanosheets size of 250 nm. By line scanning across the plain area of nanosheets, the thickness of the graphene nanosheets obtained by acetate acid solution pre-exfoliation is about 4.5 nm. This value is still somewhat larger than the theoretical thickness for a perfectly flat sp 2 -carbon-atom network.
23
Electrical Properties. Recently, graphene based carbon materials are used as transparent and conductive materials.
15,25,26
The electrical conductivities of graphite oxide sheets and graphene nanosheets are evaluated at room temperature based on the four probe method, as shown in Table 3 . The measured sheet resistance of GO-A and GN-A show a significant change. After chemical oxidation, the prepared GO-A exhibited a higher sheet resistance of 1850 Ω/sq. Pasricha et al. reported that the GO conducts electricity poorly, as it lacks an extended π-conjugated orbital system.
26
After the formation of GN-A, the sheet resistance of graphene nanosheets are decreased approximately 10 fold as compared to GO-A. The prominent recovery of sheet resistance to 200 Ω/sq of GN-A is due to the deoxygenation of GO-A to create C-C and C=C bonds, which has proven to be efficient in restoring the majority of sp 2 conjugated network, which are also reflected from the XPS result. Lee et al. prepared few-layer graphene sheets with a sheet resistance of 233 Ω/sq by CVD method. 27 The advantage of the average inter-sheet distances in GN-A leading to the lower sheet resistance of GN-A as compared to that of Lee's result. According to the results above, the increase in conductivity is an effect of reducing the average intersheet distances.
28-30

Conclusions
In conclusion, we successfully prepared reduced graphene nanosheets from the graphite nanoplatelets by chemical oxidation method and examined the effect of pre-exfoliation in the presence of acetic acid on exfoliation of graphite flakes. From the results, it was found that the pre-exfoliation process showed significant influence on preparation of graphite oxide sheets and graphene nanosheets. The interlayer spacing was larger than that of traditional method for the preparation of graphite oxide sheets, which was due to the more oxygenated functional groups graft on the graphite surfaces. In addition, the acetate acid pre-exfoliation greatly improved the efficiency in preparing stable graphene nanosheets, and showed a sheet resistance of 200 Ω/sq.
